Development of topographic asymmetry: Insights from dated cinder cones in the western United States
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Abstract

Topographic asymmetry, that is, differences in the morphology of landscapes as a function of slope aspect, can be used to infer ecohydrogeomorphic feedback relationships. In this study, we document the dependence of topographic gradients and drainage densities on slope aspect and time/age in four Quaternary cinder cone fields in Arizona, Oregon, and California. Cinder cones are particularly useful as natural experiments in geomorphic evolution because they begin their evolution at a known time in the past (many have been radiometrically dated) and because they often have simple, well-constrained initial morphologies. North-facing portions of cinder cones have steeper topographic gradients and higher mean vegetation cover (i.e., Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, or NDVI, values) under current climatic conditions compared with corresponding south-facing portions of cones within each volcanic field. Drainage density is also higher on north-facing portions of cones in three of the four volcanic fields. These differences in topography were not present initially but developed progressively over time, indicating that the asymmetry is a result of post-eruption geomorphic processes. To test alternative hypotheses for the slope-aspect control of topography, we developed a numerical model for cinder cone evolution and a methodology for estimating local paleovegetation cover as a function of elevation, slope aspect, and time within the Quaternary. The numerical model results demonstrate that rates of colluvial transport were higher on south-facing hillslopes in at least three of the four cinder cones fields. Our paleovegetation analysis suggests that in the two Arizona volcanic fields we studied, higher rates of colluvial transport on south-facing hillslopes were the result of greater time-averaged vegetation cover and hence higher rates of sediment transport by floral bioturbation. Our results illustrate the profound impact that relatively small variations in solar insolation can have on landscapes via feedbacks among hydrology, vegetation cover, and sediment transport.

1. Introduction

Understanding how feedbacks among climate, vegetation cover, soil development, and sediment transport shape hillslopes is central to geomorphology. Nearly a century of studies have recognized that slope aspect influences the amount of solar radiation received by a hillslope and that such variations can drive differences in moisture and energy balance that ultimately influence the hydrologic, ecologic, and geomorphic processes that shape hillslopes [e.g., Russell, 1931; Melton, 1960; Churchill, 1981; Guittierrez-Jurado and Vivoni, 2013]. The study of topographic asymmetry is potentially powerful because the interactions between climate and hillslope morphology can be examined in detail in settings where nonclimatic variables (e.g., lithology, tectonic forcing) are relatively uniform. However, existing studies demonstrate the difficulty of identifying truly well-controlled study sites where differences in rock structure, lithology, or lateral stream migration, all of which can also result in (or accentuate) the development of topographic asymmetry, are not present [Bass, 1929; Emery, 1947; Hack and Goodlett, 1960; Melton, 1960; Dohrenwend, 1978].

A number of previous studies have documented topographic asymmetry in the midlatitude regions of North America. Many of these studies have focused on the development of hillslope asymmetry or differences in average topographic gradient as a function of slope aspect. Some studies have documented steeper north-facing hillslopes [e.g., Pierce and Colman, 1986; Branson and Shown, 1989; Reeves, 1996; Istanbulluoglu et al., 2008; Poulos et al., 2012; West et al., 2014], while other studies have documented steeper south-facing hillslopes [e.g., Churchhill, 1981; Naylor and Gabet, 2007; Burnett et al., 2008; Poulos et al., 2012]. Poulos et al. [2012] recently developed a method for quantifying hillslope asymmetry at regional-to-continental scales. These authors showed that in midlatitude regions of North America, north- and west-facing hillslopes are...
steeper, on average, compared with south- and east-facing hillslopes, respectively. However, they also
documented a shift in hillslope asymmetry in the Idaho Batholith from steeper north-facing hillslopes at
elevations below 2000 m above mean sea level (a.m.s.l.) to steeper south-facing hillslopes in areas above
2000 m a.m.s.l. In addition, Poulsos et al. [2012] observed a shift in the orientation of hillslope asymmetry at
latitudes above 49°N, with south-facing hillslopes becoming steeper than north-facing hillslopes above this
threshold latitude. This reversal in hillslope asymmetry may be the result of present-day variations in ero-
sion mechanisms with climate or of past glacial activity [Poulsos et al., 2012]. Such a regional analysis has the
potential drawback that structural controls on hillslope asymmetry (which are the dominant factor in driv-
ing hillslope asymmetry in some mountain ranges through the development of dip and anti-dip slopes in
bedded or banded rocks) may be lumped together with microclimatic controls.

Due to the close connections among sediment transport, water availability, soil development, and vegeta-
tion, the changes in hillslope morphology that result from slope-aspect-induced perturbations to a given
regional climate may also depend heavily on that regional climate. In water-limited environments, the cooler
temperatures and moister soils typical of north-facing hillslopes tend to give rise to more vegetation than
the relatively warm and dry south-facing hillslopes. Differences in vegetation and soil properties may influ-
ence rates of sediment transport (e.g., bioturbation, freeze-thaw, and slope-wash/fluvial erosion) leading to
observable differences in topography over geologic time scales. Hughes et al. [2009] argued that a change
in vegetation from grass/shrub land to a forested ecosystem led to significantly higher rates of colluvial
sediment transport at their study site on the South Island of New Zealand. Rates of colluvial sediment trans-
port, in turn, can lead to changes in soil thickness and rates of soil production, both of which contribute to
topographic evolution [Heimsath et al., 1997, 1999, 2001]. Both topography and soil development, which
influence water availability, affect the carrying capacity for vegetation.

Despite decades of work on the microclimatic control of hillslope form, we still lack an overarching theory,
partly because microclimate can influence different hillslopes in different ways and partly because it is dif-
ficult to rule out nonmicroclimatic controls on hillslope asymmetry. Naylor and Gabet [2007], in a study of
east-west trending valleys in the Bitterroot Range, Montana, found previously glaciated north-facing hill-
slopes to be less steep than unglaciated south-facing hillslopes. They attributed this difference in mean
slope gradient to the lateral migration of ridgelines driven by differences in the efficiency of glacial ver-
sus nonglacial processes. Dohrenwend [1978] investigated hillslope asymmetry in the Gabilan Mesa area of
California and found that north-facing hillslopes along east-west-trending valleys are steeper and more veg-
etated than corresponding south-facing hillslopes. Dohrenwend [1978] argued that the geologic history of
the Gabilan Mesa minimizes the likelihood of structural controls on the development of hillslope asymmetry
and suggested that asymmetries developed as a result of slope-aspect-induced variations in sediment trans-
port mechanisms that led to lateral stream migration and preferential erosion at the foot of north-facing
hillslopes. Lateral stream migration may also result from mechanisms other than microclimatically driven
variations in sediment transport such as regional tilting [Leeder and Alexander, 1987; Cox, 1994]. Other stud-
ies finding that north-facing hillslopes degrade slower than corresponding south-facing hillslopes attribute
this pattern to fewer freeze-thaw cycles [Pierce and Colman, 1986; Branson and Shown, 1989; Rech et al., 2001;
West et al., 2014], lower soil erodibility [Pierce and Colman, 1986; Branson and Shown, 1989; Istanbulbuluoglu
et al., 2008], and/or lower rates of chemical weathering [Rech et al., 2001] on north-facing hillslopes com-
pared with south-facing hillslopes. In contrast, Churchill [1981] examined hillslopes in the badlands of South
Dakota and proposed that gentler north-facing hillslopes were the result of higher soil moisture leading to
more intense fluvial erosion and frequent mass wasting relative to the drier, steeper south-facing hillslopes.
Burnett et al. [2008], in a study of canyon slopes eroded into sedimentary rocks in northeastern Arizona, also
found south-facing hillslopes to be steep relative to north-facing hillslopes. They attributed these results to
a lower weathering rate on south-facing hillslopes resulting from drier conditions.

To better relate topographic asymmetry to slope-aspect-driven ecohydrogeomorphic feedback mech-
nisms, it is necessary to study landforms that minimize the development of topographic asymmetry
through non-ecohydrogeomorphic mechanisms, such as structural controls and changes in lithology, and
to examine the sensitivity of any results obtained to changes in regional climate and vegetation type. Lat-
eral stream migration, while it can be driven by ecohydrogeomorphic mechanisms acting on hillslopes [e.g.,
Dohrenwend, 1978], complicates the process of linking asymmetries in hillslope morphology to particular
erosion/weathering processes because it is not clear what morphological properties of the hillslopes are
a direct result of microclimatically driven variations in sediment transport processes and what properties
are indirectly related to these variations through lateral stream migration. To minimize these complications, we consider the temporal development of asymmetry in the topography, vegetation cover (i.e., biomass), and drainage density of cinder cones located in four basaltic volcanic fields: the San Francisco Volcanic Field (SFVF) in northern Arizona, the Springerville Volcanic Field (SVF) in east-central Arizona, the Newberry Volcanic Field (NVF) in central Oregon, and the Medicine Lake Volcanic Field (MLVF) in northeastern California. We focus on the SFVF, SVF, NVF, and MLVF because each of these fields has large populations of basaltic cinder cones at various stages of development and each contains some cinder cones that have been dated using radiometric techniques [e.g., Wolfe et al., 1987; Jensen, 1988; Conway et al., 1998; Donnelly-Nolan and Lanphere, 2005; Fornaciari et al., 2012]. Differences in ecology and regional climate among the four volcanic fields enables us to infer relationships among climate, vegetation cover, and rates of colluvial sediment transport across a range of climatic and vegetative environments. Since present-day asymmetries in cinder cone morphology may be relict features that developed under previous climatic conditions, we demonstrate how trends between paleovegetation and slope aspect can be estimated by using present-day vegetation statistics and paleotemperature reconstruction data. We use a landscape evolution model to test various conceptual models for generating the observed asymmetries.

2. Cinder Cone Morphology

Cinder cones are steep, initially conical hills (usually with an interior crater) comprised of scoria (i.e., volcaniclastic debris) that accumulates around a volcanic vent during an eruption. They are often relatively homogeneous in terms of their mineralogical composition and grain size and can be dated using a variety of radiometric [e.g., Conway et al., 1998], stratigraphic [e.g., Ulrich and Bailey, 1987; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998], and/or morphologic [e.g., Hooper and Sheridan, 1998] methods. These properties make cinder cones ideal landforms for quantitative analysis of geomorphic evolution [Wood, 1980b; Dohrenwend et al., 1986; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998; Rech et al., 2001] and for testing quantitative representations ofgeomorphic processes [e.g., Pelletier and Cline, 2007].

An ideal young cinder cone is radially symmetric with hillslope angles that are approximately equal to the angle of repose for granular material, which can vary depending on grain size and roughness but is typically within the range of 26° to 36° [Pouliquen, 1999; Lamb et al., 2013] (Figure 1). Despite these possible variations in initial angle, Wood [1980a] examined cinder cones in the SFVF and argued that the angle of repose for volcanic cinder, and therefore the initial cone slope, is not strongly dependent on the particle size distribution. Based on a population of 70 recently emplaced cinder cones (< 0.16 Ma), Hooper and Sheridan [1998] found that cinder cones tend to have an average initial slope of ≈ 30°.

Still, wind may lead to asymmetries in the initial form of cinder cones by causing preferential deposition of scoria on one side of the vent. For individual cones, such initial asymmetries are only clearly identifiable when they are large. Small, but significant, initial asymmetries may be present but difficult to detect. One way of demonstrating that topographic asymmetry is due to post-eruption geomorphic processes rather than being inherited from initial conditions is to study populations of cones of different ages and demonstrate that a given pattern in the data is statistically insignificant for young cones and statistically significant for older cones. That is the approach we take in this study.

Cinder cones are often emplaced within an interval of time as short as one day and as long as several years [Wood, 1980a; Hasenaka and Carmichael, 1985]. After formation, cinder cones are modified through a combination of mass wasting, aeolian dust deposition, creep (e.g., rainsplash, bioturbation, freeze-thaw), and slope-wash/fluvial processes that lead to a progressive loss of crater definition, debris-apron development, and gully/valley formation over time. The initial cone soil consists exclusively of coarse cinders, typically centimeter-sized fragments in a loose matrix of fine lapilli [Wood, 1980a; Hooper, 1994], which limit many transport processes by promoting rapid infiltration and providing minimal potential for water storage [Hooper, 1994; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998; Hasenaka and Carmichael, 1985; Pelletier and Cline, 2007]. As such, dry ravel and mass wasting processes are common on recently emplaced cones [Segerstrom, 1960; Pelletier and Cline, 2007]. Rills can develop on young cones [Hasenaka and Carmichael, 1985], but the onset of significant drainage development is often associated with the development of a less permeable soil on the cone surface [Dohrenwend et al., 1986; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998]. Soil development, which has been intimately linked to the topographic evolution and hydrologic response of initially permeable basaltic landscapes [Jefferson et al., 2010], may be expected to occur relatively slowly on many young cinder cones.
Figure 1. Shaded relief images and topographic profiles illustrating the evolution of cinder cones and the effects of climate on rates of cinder cone degradation. (a) Sunset crater, located in the SFVF, is dated to ≈ 1 ka and maintains steep (> 26°) slopes. (b) Merriam crater in the SFVF, dated to ≈ 150 ka [Hooper, 1994], still contains a well-defined central crater and lacks significant drainage development. (c) A highly degraded cinder cone (35.67°N, 111.96°W) within the SFVF, dated to a range of 730–2480 kyr based on magnetic polarity and stratigraphic records [Hooper, 1994], lacks a central crater and has a steep north-facing slope. (d) Lava Butte, located within the NVF, has been dated (C14) to approximately 6 ka [Jensen, 1988]. (e) An unnamed cinder cone (43.95°N, 121.27°W), less than 730 ka [MacLeod et al., 1995], in the NVF with a poorly defined interior crater. (f) An unnamed, highly degraded cinder cone (43.60°N, 120.74°W) with poorly defined edges.

Hasenaka and Carmichael [1985], in their study of cinder cone morphology within the Michoacán-Guanajuato Volcanic Field of central Mexico, found there to be little to no soil development on cones less than 40 ka and no significant difference in mean or maximum topographic slope angles within the population of cones younger than this age. Particularly in water-limited environments, where in situ weathering of cinders occurs more slowly, the gradual addition of aeolian dust deposits could be critical in promoting greater water storage as the fine particles inhibit infiltration into deeper parts of the cone and evapotranspiration from the shallow subsurface. Greater soil moisture increases vegetation growth in water-limited environments and promotes colluvial transport processes (i.e., frost heave and bioturbation).

Cinder cone degradation may be slow initially due to highly porous soils, but over longer periods of time (i.e., 100–1000 kyr), sediment transport processes lead to progressive degradation and infilling of the central crater, a decrease in maximum hillslope angle [Wood, 1980b; Dohrenwend et al., 1986; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998], and drainage development [Dohrenwend et al., 1986; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998] with increasing age (Figure 1). The rate of cone degradation depends on regional climate [Wood, 1980b]. Most cinder cones within the MLVF are dated to less than 500 ka based on stratigraphic relationships and argon dating [Donnelly-Nolan and Lanphere, 2005; Donnelly-Nolan, 2006] but display a comparable degree of degradation relative to cones in the SFVF and SVF, some of which were emplaced during the Pliocene [Hooper, 1994; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998]. This similarity in the extent of degradation despite large differences in mean cone age suggests that the rate of degradation is higher, on average, in the MLVF (where the climate is relatively wet) compared with the SFVF and SVF.

Rech et al. [2001] examined the influence of slope aspect on soil development and weathering processes at six cinder cones within the SVF. They found that south-facing hillslopes have higher rates of chemical weathering and greater soil development relative to north-facing hillslopes. Reeves [1996] examined a large population of cinder cones within the SVF and found the steepest hillslope angles to be 22.5° on north-facing hillslopes and 18.5° on south-facing hillslopes. Both studies suggest that slope aspect modifies soil development and hillslope morphology on cinder cones. These existing studies did not quantify hillslope-aspect differences in vegetation cover, however, which likely influence, and are influenced by, differences in topography and soil development. Analyzing topographic asymmetry in several different volcanic fields is a first step toward quantifying the ecohydrogeomorphic feedback mechanisms that occur, to some extent, in all landscapes.
3. Study Areas

The San Francisco Volcanic Field, located in northeastern Arizona near the southern edge of the Colorado Plateau, contains over 600 volcanic vents, including several hundred basalt cinder cones with a wide range of ages [Hooper and Sheridan, 1998] (Figure 2). A group of cinder cones near Ash Fork, located close to the loosely defined, western boundary of the SFVF, are also included within this study area. The SFVF has been active for 6 Myr [Settle, 1979; Conway et al., 1998] with the latest eruption (ca. 1120 A.D.) producing a cinder cone at Sunset Crater (Figure 1) [Moore and Wolfe, 1987]. The climate in the SFVF can be classified as semi-arid but varies with elevation. Mean annual precipitation is approximately 580 mm near Flagstaff, AZ, but falls to less than 250 mm at the eastern extreme of the SFVF [PRISM Climate Group, 2004]. The SFVF contains San Francisco Mountain, a Pliocene to Holocene-aged stratovolcano, which rises to elevations over 3800 m a.m.s.l. Due to the large variations in climate with elevation, the area supports a number of different vegetation communities. However, the majority of the cinder cones are restricted to elevations between 2000 and 2300 m. The mean base elevation over all cinder cones included in this study is 2139 m a.s.l, with 1581 m and 2685 m being the lowest and highest base elevations, respectively. Present-day vegetation within this elevation range includes pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) and sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) at lower elevations. Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) forests are found at the higher elevations where precipitation totals tend to be higher [Hooper and Sheridan, 1998].

The Springerville Volcanic Field, located in east-central Arizona, covers more than 3000 km² and contains hundreds of late Pliocene-Pliocene basaltic cinder cones [Condit et al., 1989; Crumpler et al., 1994; Hooper, 1994; Rech et al., 2001]. The age of nearly all cinder cones range from \( \approx 2.1 \) ma to \( \approx 0.3 \) ma based on K-Ar dates, magnetic polarity reversal records, and stratigraphic relationships [Crumpler et al., 1994]. More than 50% of cinder cones within the SVF are found between elevations of 2250 m and 2750 m, but elevations across the entire field vary from approximately 1900 m to 3000 m. Mean annual rainfall increases with elevation throughout the area from approximately 2139 m a.s.l, with 1581 m and 2685 m being the lowest and highest base elevations, respectively. Present-day vegetation within this elevation range includes pinyon pine (Pinus edulis), gambel oak (Quercus gambelii), alligator bark juniper (Juniperus deppeana), and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii). Pinyon, sagebrush, and juniper communities tend to dominate at the lowest elevations [Crumpler et al., 1994; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998]. Forests of spruce and fir are found along with areas of grasslands at elevations above 2600 m [Rech et al., 2001].

The Newberry Volcanic Field is located south of Bend in central Oregon. Situated on the eastern side of the Cascade Range, it contains over 400 Holocene–Late Pleistocene cinder cones [MacLeod et al., 1995; Taylor et al., 2003; Hildreth, 2007]. Most cinder cones are located at elevations between approximately 1500 m to over 1800 m. Mean annual rainfall increases with elevation from roughly 400 mm to 800 mm in higher areas [PRISM Climate Group, 2004]. At lower elevations, ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) are common [Thorson et al., 2003]. White fir (Abies concolor), mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana), and Pacific silver fir (Abies amabilis) dominate at the higher elevations [Thorson et al., 2003].
Also included in this study area are several basaltic cinder cones within the nearby Devils Garden Volcanic Field, a Quaternary, basaltic volcanic field located 30 km southeast of Newberry caldera \cite{Walker et al., 1967; Keith et al., 1988; Chitwood, 1994}.

The Medicine Lake Volcanic Field occupies an area of more than 2200 km² in northeast California \cite{Donnelly-Nolan, 2006; Hildreth, 2007}. It consists of a large shield volcano and central caldera surrounded by hundreds of cinder cones, many of which are composed of basalt and basaltic andesite \cite{Donnelly-Nolan, 2006; Hildreth, 2007}. The MLVF is located at the southern extent of the Cascade Volcanic Arc, between the Cascade Range and the Modoc Plateau. Elevation ranges from \(\approx 1500\) to 2000 m. Yearly precipitation totals average 750 mm but are lower in the northern and eastern portions of the MLVF and increase to the south and west \cite{PRISM Climate Group, 2004}. Modern vegetation near Medicine Lake is dominated by Lodgepole pine (\textit{Pinus contorta}) but also includes Ponderosa (\textit{Pinus ponderosa}) pine, Jeffrey (\textit{Pinus jeffreyi}) pine, sugar (\textit{Pinus lambertiana}) pine, and western white pine (\textit{Pinus monticola}). Red (\textit{Abies magnifica}) and white (\textit{Abies concolor}) fir are present at higher elevations, while Incense cedar (\textit{Calocedrus decurrens}) and western juniper (\textit{Juniperus occidentalis}) can be found at lower elevations and on dry hillslopes \cite{Starratt et al., 2003}.

4. Methods

4.1. Analysis of Cinder Cone Morphology and Present-Day Vegetation

Measures of mean and maximum hillslope angles (steepness) and drainage density were compiled from cinder cones within each of the four volcanic fields as a function of age and slope aspect. Measurements of maximum and mean hillslope angles, both of which are used herein, provide slightly different metrics by which to measure hillslope asymmetry. The use of maximum hillslope angle allows for comparison with previous studies \cite[e.g., Reeves, 1996]{Reeves} that used this metric and is less sensitive to precise identification of the cone boundaries. Measurements of mean hillslope angle depend on the choice of both the cone boundary and cone center, which are not always clearly defined on old and degraded cones. However, an arbitrary length scale must be chosen over which to compute maximum hillslope angle whereas the length scale over which one computes mean cone slope is set after identifying cone boundaries. We computed the maximum hillslope angle over a length scale of 30 m \(\text{(i.e., large enough to be resolved in U.S.G.S. 10 m pixel}^{-1}\)) Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) yet small enough that it captures the potentially small segment of each cone where the maximum angle is achieved) but trends between maximum hillslope angle and slope aspect do not appear to be sensitive to this choice \(\text{(i.e., the same trends are observed when calculating maximum hillslope angles over a length scale of 50 m). The maximum hillslope angle was not calculated over a smaller length scale in order to minimize the grid-scale noise present, to some extent, in any digital elevation model (DEM). Differences between the maximum and mean hillslope angles on north- and south-facing sides of cinder cones are both used to evaluate different conceptual models that may explain asymmetries in cinder cone form.}\)

Cinder cones were distinguished from other volcanic features using existing geologic maps \cite{Walker et al., 1967; Wolfe et al., 1987; Ulrich and Bailey, 1987; MacLeod et al., 1995; Donnelly-Nolan, 2006} and data provided from previous studies \cite{Hooper, 1994}. However, since there can be initial asymmetries in the morphology of individual cones due to formation processes, not all cinder cones within the chosen volcanic fields were included in this analysis. For example, breaches caused by lava flows may catastrophically excavate large sections of a cone (Figure 3). Adjacent vents may also influence the development of post-eruption asymmetry (Figure 3). Such cones were not included here because this study focuses on cones that erode progressively over time and lack the complicating effects of interactions with neighboring cones. Cones were also not included in this study if they were too small to be distinguished from spatter cones or too degraded to reasonably estimate cone boundaries. We analyzed a large number of cinder cones \((>40)\) in each volcanic field and performed statistical analyses on cinder cone properties within different age classes in order to determine if differences in hillslope morphology could be linked to post-eruption processes.

DEMs were obtained for every selected cinder cone by projecting \(1/3\) arc-second elevation data from the National Elevation Dataset (NED) \cite{Gesch et al., 2002; Gesch, 2007} onto a grid with a uniform spacing of 10 m. Drainage density was computed for each cone as the sum of all channel lengths divided by the total cone area. Valley heads and drainage networks were identified using contour curvature and flow routing algorithms as described by Pelletier \cite{Pelletier}. Mean hillslope angles were computed in each of the four cardinal directions by averaging along radial transects. Maximum hillslope angles were computed along the same...
Figure 3. Shaded relief map of lidar-derived digital elevation model for a portion of the NVF. Cinder cones are not included in the study if they have breaches or there are adjacent vents that clearly influence cone evolution.

Although NED-derived DEMs have been shown to be suitable for similar analyses of cinder cone morphology [Pelletier and Cline, 2007; Fornaciai et al., 2012], we estimated the error associated with the use of 10 m pixel$^{-1}$ gridded elevation data through comparison of results with those obtained from airborne lidar-derived DEMs (Figure 4). We derived DEMs for 35 of the cinder cones studied within the NVF from lidar data obtained through the Oregon lidar consortium. Topographic slope and drainage density statistics were computed using the lidar-derived DEMs in the same manner as described earlier for the NED-derived DEMs. To better obtain consistency among all results, final statistics concerning cone morphology within the NVF were computed from NED-derived DEMs even when lidar data were available.

Measurements of mean cone slope were also used as a proxy for cone age in cases where radiometric dates were not available. Cinder cones within the SFVF, SVF, NVF, and MLVF may be placed into broad age groups based on radiometric dating and stratigraphic relationships [MacLeod et al., 1995; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998; Donnelly-Nolan, 2006]. Hooper and Sheridan [1998] examined morphological properties of cinder cones within five age groups in the SFVF and three age groups in the SVF and determined that mean cone slope decreases systematically with time. In section 5, we present similar results for the MLVF to demonstrate that mean cone slope is a reasonable proxy for cone age within this volcanic field. A numerical model, described later in detail, is used to link mean cone slope to cone age within our study areas by quantifying the relationship between time and mean hillslope angle for an idealized cinder cone.

When comparing north- and south-facing hillslopes, cinder cones are separated into two categories, those that are newly emplaced and those that are more degraded, based on approximations of their age (using mean hillslope angle as a proxy for age) relative to other cones within the same volcanic field. A mean cone slope of 20° is chosen to delineate newly emplaced cones from more degraded, older cones. We demonstrate in section 5 that hillslope asymmetry is consistently present on cones with a mean hillslope angle lower than 20° and that cones having a mean slope of 20° in the MLVF, SVF, and SFVF can be dated to approximately 200 ka, 260 ka, and 330 ka, respectively.

Present-day vegetation was quantified as a function of northness within each volcanic field through the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Northness, $\eta$, is defined as the cosine of slope aspect multiplied by the sine of the hillslope angle and ranges from $-1$ to 1 [Molotch et al., 2005]. Northness is a measure of the extent to which the terrain is north facing and is highly correlated with solar radiation [Molotch et al., 2005; Sexstone and Fassnacht, 2014]. NDVI, which is based on the observation that vegetated and non-vegetated surfaces have different albedo characteristics, is commonly used to estimate vegetation cover...
Figure 4. A comparison between lidar-derived and NED-derived DEMs. (a) Topographic contour map (10 m contour intervals) of the NED-derived DEM for an unnamed cinder cone in the NVF (43.85° N, 121.31° W) showing locations (black lines) of identified channels. (b) Topographic contour map (10 m contour intervals) of the lidar-derived DEM for the same cinder cone in the NVF showing locations (black lines) of identified channels. (c) A comparison between topographic transects extracted from the lidar- and NED-derived DEMs.

[Stensrud, 2007]. Letting \( NIR \) and \( VIS \) denote the values of the spectral reflectance in the near-infrared and visible regions, respectively, NDVI is defined as [Stensrud, 2007].

\[
NDVI = \frac{NIR - VIS}{NIR + VIS}. \tag{1}
\]

For each of the studied cinder cones, NVDI was calculated by extracting high-resolution (1 m) orthoimagery through the United States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) National Map Seamless Server (http://seamless.usgs.gov/). These data were chosen because they provide the needed spatial resolution for analyzing vegetation patterns on cinder cones. The orthoimages were acquired during the agricultural growing season as a part of the National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) and represent the state of the vegetation at that time. Calculations of NDVI derived from these data are therefore representative of the state of the vegetation during the growing season. NDVI was cast as a function of northness by interpolating topographic slope and slope aspect information, derived from DEMs, to match the location of pixels on the orthoimagery. NDVI is not a direct measure of biomass and its value may also reflect the health of vegetation, but for the purposes of this study we associated higher values of NDVI with greater biomass.

In addition, we quantified the extent to which an environment is water-limited through the use of a precipitation effectiveness index, \( PE \). The \( PE \) index is a measure of the availability of moisture to vegetation and is defined by Thornthwaite [1931] as

\[
PE = \sum_{i=1}^{12} 115 \left( \frac{\max(P_i, 0.5)}{\max(T_i, 28.4) - 10} \right)^{10/9}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( P_i \) and \( T_i \) denote total precipitation (inches) and average temperature (°F) in month \( i \), respectively. We obtained monthly averages of precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature from PRISM data [PRISM Climate Group, 2004]. Average monthly temperature was taken as the average of monthly maximum and minimum temperatures. Typical values of \( PE \) range from less than 15 in the arid portions of Arizona to more than 100 in the more humid regions of coastal California. The average values of \( PE \) for the SFVF, SVF, NVF, and MLVF are 45 (in/°F)\(^{10/9}\), 58 (in/°F)\(^{10/9}\), 72 (in/°F)\(^{10/9}\), and 110 (in/°F)\(^{10/9}\), respectively.
4.2. Estimates of Paleovegetation

Although we can quantify present-day vegetation cover using NDVI, major changes in vegetation have accompanied climate change following the Pleistocene-Holocene transition near our study sites in Oregon and California [e.g., Hakala and Adam, 2004; Colman et al., 2004] as well as Arizona [e.g., Anderson, 1993; Anderson et al., 2000]. Hakala and Adam [2004] used pollen and sediment data from Grass Lake, located 50 km west of the MLVF at an elevation of \( \approx 1500 \) m, to infer that the surrounding area was above the upper tree line at least twice during the last 40 kyr. The current upper tree line on nearby Mount Shasta is roughly 2500 m a.m.s.l. Hakala and Adam [2004] proposed that vegetation changes within the southern Cascade Range have occurred in response to climate change on submillennial time scales near our study site in the MLVF, indicating a complex relationship between vegetation and climate within this region. To our knowledge, there is little paleovegetation data available for the NVF. In contrast, analysis of packrat midden and lake sediment data in the southern Colorado Plateau indicate that paleovegetation may be quantified, to first order, as a shift in the elevation ranges of different vegetation communities, with present-day vegetation similar to vegetation that existed approximately 1.0 km lower in elevation at Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) [Betancourt, 1990; Cole, 1990; Anderson, 1993; Anderson et al., 2000].

To honor the dominant role of elevation in controlling vegetation communities both now and in the late Quaternary, we developed a methodology for estimating the relationship between paleovegetation and elevation for north- and south-facing hillslopes within the two Arizona study sites based on elevation shifts that track Quaternary climatic (i.e., temperature) changes. This analysis is not directly applicable to the MLVF and NVF study areas, but an in-depth analysis of paleovegetation in the Arizona volcanic fields may still provide valuable insight and field-testable hypotheses that are more generally applicable. Our method is based on the idea that the cooler and wetter conditions that dominated during the majority of the Pleistocene are well represented by present-day climates at higher elevations and that temperature and moisture variations across elevation gradients lead to associated changes in vegetation cover. Specifically, we estimated the relative vegetation cover on north- versus south-facing hillslopes during the Pleistocene in the SFVF and SVF by first quantifying the relationship between present-day NDVI and slope aspect as a function of elevation and then shifting this curve down in elevation by an amount proportional to the temperature difference relative to the modern. To perform this analysis, we selected a large region of approximately 500 km\(^2\) within the SFVF that contains San Francisco Mountain (the tallest peak in Arizona and the only location currently above treeline). We consider this analysis to also apply to the SVF given its relatively close proximity to the SFVF (SVF is \( \approx 200 \) km to the southeast of SFVF) and the similarities in present-day climate and vegetation type between the two sites. NDVI was computed over the entire region at a 10 m scale, and mean NDVI on north- and south-facing hillslopes were then computed separately and cast as functions of elevation.

Temperature estimates relative to present, derived from deuterium concentrations at Vostok, Antarctica [e.g., Petit et al., 1999], indicate that atmospheric temperatures may have been as much as 7–9°C cooler than today during the LGM. More specifically, paleotemperature estimates derived from noble gas concentrations in groundwater suggest temperatures during the LGM were \( \approx 6 \)°C cooler than present in the southern Colorado Plateau [Phillips et al., 1986; Stute et al., 1995; Zhu and Kipfer, 2010]. Assuming a lapse rate of \( 6 \)°C km\(^{-1}\), this temperature difference corresponds to an apparent change in elevation of approximately \( \sim 1000 \) m. Modern lapse rates in the southern Colorado Plateau are roughly 5–6°C km\(^{-1}\) [Phillips et al., 1986; Stute et al., 1995]. Therefore, one can expect the vegetation type/density found today at an elevation of \( \sim 3000 \) m to be similar to that found at \( \sim 2000 \) m in elevation during the last glacial maximum. This agrees well with studies of paleovegetation in the southern Colorado Plateau that find present-day elevation zones of vegetation communities may have shifted up in elevation by more than 800 m since the late Wisconsin (21.0–10.4 kyr B.P.) [Cole, 1990; Anderson, 1993; Anderson et al., 2000]. More importantly, present-day variations in biomass with slope aspect at \( \sim 3000 \) m in elevation can be used to approximate the variations in biomass with slope aspect that existed at \( \sim 2000 \) m during the last glacial maximum. By using temperature deviations from present as a scaling variable, we do not wish to imply that paleovegetation changes relative to today depend only on temperature. Temperature does directly influence water availability in soils (via evapotranspiration), but more broadly aridity is a function of both temperature and precipitation. In the SW U.S., however, past temperatures and precipitation values at a given elevation are inversely related [Wagner et al., 2010] such that temperature alone provides a useful proxy since high-resolution time series are readily available.
Figure 5. NDVI, computed from high-resolution orthoimages, is shown as a function of northness within each of the four study areas. NDVI appears to be an increasing function of northness in the (a) SFVF, (b) SVF, (c) NVF, and (d) MLVF. (e) Orthoimage of a cinder cone (35.39°N, 121.57°W) in the SFVF with an interior crater and a gradual change in vegetation density between north- and south-facing hillslopes. (f) A cinder cone (34.19°N, 109.57°W) within the SVF, dated to 740–1110 kyr based on stratigraphy [Hooper, 1994], with vegetation restricted to channels on the north-facing side. (g) A cinder cone (41.64°N, 121.74°W) in the MLVF, dated to 180–300 kyr [Donnelly-Nolan, 2006].

4.3. Numerical Model

Colluvial and slope-wash/fluvial sediment transport processes can both contribute to the evolution of cinder cones, although colluvial transport processes are likely dominant on younger cones (which may lack overland flow entirely due to the highly porous nature of the initial cone prior to dust deposition). More broadly, Perron et al. [2008, 2009] have shown that hillslopes are dominated by colluvial processes; hence, cinder cones that lack substantial drainage development will almost certainly be dominated by colluvial processes. Colluvial transport is modeled as a transport-limited process with a sediment flux, $q_s$, that varies nonlinearly with hillslope gradient [Roering et al., 1999]. Slope-wash/fluvial transport is modeled as a detachment-limited process, in which all eroded material is deposited outside of the model domain. Enforcing the conservation of mass allows for the rate of change of topography with time to be expressed as

$$\frac{\partial z}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot q_s - \epsilon,$$

where $z$ is elevation, $t$ is time, and $\epsilon$ is the slope-wash/fluvial detachment rate. The colluvial sediment flux is given by [Roering et al., 1999]

$$q_s = -D \left( \frac{\nabla z}{1 - (|\nabla z|/S_c)^2} \right),$$

where $D$ is a colluvial transport coefficient that may vary in both space and time. Colluvial sediment flux increases nonlinearly as the hillslope gradient approaches a critical value, $S_c = 1.25$. Note that $\lim_{|\nabla z| \rightarrow \infty} q_s = -D \nabla z$, which is the traditional, linear, slope-dependent transport law. The relationship between $S_c$, soil properties, vegetation, and critical angles for slope stability are not known but the chosen value of $S_c = 1.25$ is the same as that proposed by Roering et al. [1999] for their work in the Oregon Coast Range. In addition, the influence of slope-wash/fluvial processes on cone degradation can be seen through the formation of rills and gullies, which may eventually become organized into well-developed, semiperiodically spaced valleys [Dohrenwend et al., 1986; Hooper and Sheridan, 1998] (Figure 5f). The slope-wash/fluvial detachment rate in the model has the general form [Howard, 1994; Perron et al., 2008]

$$\epsilon = \begin{cases} K \left( A^p |\nabla z|^n - \theta_c \right) & A^p |\nabla z|^n > \theta_c \\ 0 & A^p |\nabla z|^n \leq \theta_c \end{cases}$$
Here, $K$ is an erodibility coefficient, $A$ is the upstream contributing area, $n$ and $p$ are dimensionless constants, and $\theta_c$ is a critical entrainment threshold. We choose values of $p = 0.3$ and $n = 0.7$, which are associated with the commonly used shear stress erosion law [Tucker and Whipple, 2002].

Equation (3) is solved numerically using an explicit finite difference scheme. Let $z_{c,i}$ denote the value of $z$ at the $c$th computational time step and location $x = i\Delta x$ and $y = j\Delta y$. Then define $D_{ml}(z) = D/(1 - (|\nabla z|/S_c)^2)$. The $x$ and $y$ components of the colluvial sediment flux are given by [Perron, 2011]

$$ q_{c,i+1,j} = -\frac{1}{2}(D_{ml}(z_{i,j}) + D_{ml}(z_{i+1,j})) \left( \frac{z_{c,i+1,j} - z_{c,i,j}}{\Delta x} \right) \tag{6} $$

and

$$ q_{c,j+1,i} = -\frac{1}{2}(D_{ml}(z_{i,j}) + D_{ml}(z_{i,j+1})) \left( \frac{z_{c,j+1,i} - z_{c,j,i}}{\Delta y} \right) \tag{7} $$

The value of $D_{ml}(z_{i,j})$ is approximated by

$$ D_{ml}(z_{i,j}) = \frac{D_{ij}}{1 - (z_{c,i,j}^2 + z_{c,j,i}^2)/S_c^2} \tag{8} $$

where

$$ z_x = \frac{z_{c,i+1,j} - z_{c,i-1,j}}{2\Delta x} \tag{9} $$

and

$$ z_y = \frac{z_{c,j+1,i} - z_{c,j-1,i}}{2\Delta y} \tag{10} $$

Defining $S$ as the along-channel bed slope, the slope-wash/fluviol detachment rate can be written in discrete form as

$$ e = \begin{cases} K_{ij} \left( A_{ij}^p S_{ij}^n - \theta_c \right) & A_{ij}^p S_{ij}^n > \theta_c \\ 0 & A_{ij}^p S_{ij}^n \leq \theta_c \end{cases} \tag{11} $$

We use the $Doo$ flow routing method [Tarboton, 1997] to evaluate the upslope contributing area, $A_{ij}$, and define $S_{ij}$ as the maximum topographic gradient between the grid cell centered at $x = i\Delta x$ and $y = j\Delta y$ and the eight neighboring cells. Topographic elevation at the next time step is then determined by

$$ z_{c+1,i,j} = z_{c,i,j} - \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x} \left( q_{c,i+1/2,j} - q_{c,i-1/2,j} \right) - \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta y} \left( q_{c,j+1/2,i} - q_{c,j-1/2,i} \right) - \Delta t e. \tag{12} $$

Initially, cinder cones contain an interior crater, which poses a problem for flow routing algorithms such as $Doo$ that do not realistically model flow over topography containing interior pits. Therefore, all pixels within the interior crater of the cinder cone do not contribute to $A$ or to the slope-wash/fluviol erosion term within equation (3). The crater interior is small relative to the typical size of a cone, and at early times when it is the largest, slope-wash/fluviol erosion plays a relatively minor role in cinder cone degradation due to the porous nature of the surface. Interior pits may also form on other parts of the cone and are filled before applying the flow routing algorithm so that each pixel has a downslope neighbor [Pelletier, 2008].

The colluvial transport coefficient, $D$, can be estimated from landforms with known ages and can vary considerably with climate. Hanks [2000] reported values of $D$, consistent with the linear colluvial sediment flux law, of approximately 0.1–0.7 m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$ in arid regions of Israel, 0.5–2.0 m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$ in several semi-arid to arid areas of the western U.S., and 11–16 m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$ in the more humid environments of coastal California and Michigan.

In section 5.2, we present estimates for the average value of $D$ in the SFVF, SFV, and MLVF by comparing the temporal evolution of model-predicted cinder cones to the degradation observed on cinder cones with known age constraints. More specifically, we follow the methodology of Hooper and Sheridan [1998] and...
Figure 6. Trends in paleovegetation with northness can be estimated by using present-day vegetation statistics and temperature reconstruction data. (a) Hillshade of the region surrounding San Francisco Mountain in the SFVF within which NDVI was computed. (b) Atmospheric temperature relative to the mean present-day value, inferred from deuterium concentrations at Vostok, Antarctica [Petit et al., 1999]. (c) Present-day NDVI for north- and south-facing hillslopes within the region of the SFVF contained in (a). During LGM, mean temperature was lower by $\approx 6^\circ$C, which corresponds to a shift in elevation of roughly 1000 m (assuming a lapse rate of $6^\circ$C km$^{-1}$). Vertical lines denote the mean elevation of cinder cones in the SFVF (solid) and SVF (dashed) as well as the mean “apparent elevation” of those same cinder cones during the last glacial maximum. South-facing slopes may have maintained higher biomass relative to north-facing slopes during the LGM.

compare numerical model predictions with statistical properties of cinder cones at various stages of development. Rates of colluvial transport were estimated within each study area by solving a one-dimensional version of equation (3), assuming spherical symmetry, the nonlinear colluvial sediment flux relationship, and $K = 0$ m$^{2/3}$ kyr$^{-1}$, and then comparing the temporal evolution of model-predicted cone slope to the actual decay in cone slope observed in that cone field. Mean cone slope decreases with time in the SFVF from approximately 26$^\circ$ for cones with an average age of $\approx 80$ ka to 9$^\circ$ for cones with an average age of $\approx 3740$ ka [Hooper and Sheridan, 1998]. A similar trend has been documented in the SVF, with the mean hill-slope angle being approximately 16$^\circ$ on cones with a mean age of $\approx 635$ ka and 9$^\circ$ on cones with a mean age of $\approx 1770$ ka. A mean value of $D$ was estimated for the SFVF and SVF by using cone morphology data compiled by Hooper and Sheridan [1998] since they calculated mean cone slope for a larger population of cones within these two fields. To estimate $D$ in the MLVF, we compared model predictions with data presented herein for mean hill-slope angle on cinder cones within five different age groups. Cones in the MLVF were placed within one of five age groups based on argon dates and stratigraphic relations compiled by Donnelly-Nolan [2006]. There are not a sufficient number of cones with well-constrained ages in the NVF to perform a similar calibration of $D$ within that field.

We also use the numerical model in section 5.2 to test several different conceptual models that may explain asymmetries in hillslope gradient and drainage density on cinder cones by defining $D$ and/or $K$ as functions of northness. The value of $D(x, y)$ is based on a reference value, $D_r$, and a constant, $D_v$, that determines the variation in $D$ associated with a northness difference of 1 (e.g., the difference between a south-facing hillslope with a gradient of 0.5 versus a north-facing hillslope with the same gradient). In particular, $D = D_r + \eta D_v$. Similarly, $K$ varies linearly with northness around a reference value as $K = K_r + \eta K_v$. By comparing the morphology of model-predicted cinder cones to that of cinder cones in our study areas, we are able to assess the role of colluvial and slope-wash/fluvial processes in driving hillslope asymmetry in our study sites.

Hooper and Sheridan [1998] averaged data from 70 recently emplaced cinder cones ($< 160$ ka) to approximate the typical form of a young cone. We use these same parameters to define an initial condition for
Figure 7. Hillslope angle on north, south, east, and west-facing sides of cinder cones. Boxplots of mean hillslope angle computed in each of the four cardinal directions on older cinder cones (mean hillslope angle less than 20°) within the (a) SFVF, (b) SVF, (c) NVF, and (d) MLVF. Mean hillslope angle on north- and south-facing hillslopes on cinder cones as a function of mean cone slope for the (e) SFVF, (f) SVF, (g) NVF, and (h) MLVF. Cinder cones evolve asymmetrically with north-facing hillslopes becoming steeper than south-facing hillslopes over time.

numerical simulations. The initial condition used for all simulations is a cone with a topographic slope of 30°, a basal diameter of 876 m, and an interior crater with diameter 292 m. All numerical simulations are performed on a square mesh with a grid spacing of 4 m unless noted otherwise. Neumann boundary conditions are imposed at the edges of the computational domain.

5. Results
5.1. Statistical Analyses of Topography, Vegetation Patterns, and Drainage Density
NDVI increases with northness in each of the four volcanic fields (Figure 5). The largest difference in NDVI between north- (η > 0) and south-facing (η < 0) hillslopes is found in the NVF, while the smallest difference occurs in the SVF. The relationship between northness and NDVI, however, varies with elevation (Figure 6). At relatively low elevations in the SFVF where cinder cones are located (i.e., 1600–2700 m a.m.s.l.), NDVI is

Figure 8. Comparison between model-predicted cinder cone evolution and data compiled for the SFVF, SVF, and MLVF. We use a 1d, spherically symmetric model with Δx = 2.5 m and neglect slope-wash/fluvial transport. Model-predicted mean cone slope is shown as a function of time for a cinder cone (black line) in the (a) SFVF, (b) SVF, and (c) MLVF. The mean slope of cinder cones with known age constraints are shown (solid dots) for comparison along with error bars (+1 standard deviation). Colluvial transport coefficients of 4.0 m² kyr⁻¹, 5.0 m² kyr⁻¹, and 7.5 m² kyr⁻¹ are found to be most consistent with the data in the SFVF, SVF, and MLVF respectively.
Figure 9. Drainage density as a function of mean cinder cone slope, a proxy for cone age. Approximate age (ka), estimated using the numerical model, is shown for the SFVF, SVF, and MLVF, where we were able to estimate $D$. Blue and red dots represent average drainage density within $4^\circ$ intervals on north- and south-facing hillslopes. Drainage density in the (a) SFVF and (c) NVF is low when the mean cone slope angle is high but then increases slowly with decreasing cone slope (increasing age) before decreasing again on highly degraded cones. (b) In the SVF, drainage density is highest on cones with intermediate hillslope angles and decreases with decreasing cone slope (increasing age). (d) Drainage density in the MLVF is low relative to that found in the other three volcanic fields and does not appear to vary with mean cone slope.

Consistently higher on north-facing hillslopes. At elevations in the range of 3200–3500 m, however, this relationship is reversed; that is, NDVI on south-facing hillslopes is greater than that on north-facing hillslopes. As such, we conclude that NDVI (i.e., a proxy for vegetation density) is greater today on the north-facing hillslopes of most cinder cones within the SFVF, but it was greater on south-facing hillslopes in an environment that is wetter and approximately 5–9°C cooler, that is, similar to the conditions that prevailed during most of the Pleistocene (Figure 6).

Plotting mean hillslope angle on the north- and south-facing sides of cinder cones as a function of mean cone slope suggests that hillslope asymmetry becomes apparent on cones with mean hillslope angles less than approximately $20^\circ$ (Figure 7). We used the numerical model to quantify the relationship between mean cone slope and cone age within three of the volcanic fields (Figure 8). A mean cone slope of $20^\circ$ corresponds to an age of approximately 200 ka, 260 ka, and 330 ka in the MLVF, SVF, and SFVF, respectively. Drainage networks develop slowest on cones within the SFVF, the driest study site, but nonetheless have begun to develop on cones within each of the study areas by the time that they erode to have a mean hillslope angle of $\approx 15–20^\circ$ (330–870 kyr) (Figure 9).

First, we use statistical testing to determine if hillslope asymmetry exists on young cinder cones, that is, those with mean topographic slopes greater than $20^\circ$. A t test, with a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$, was used to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference in mean between the distributions of measured hillslope angles. The results of the significance tests and the number of cinder cones analyzed in each study area are summarized in (Table 1). Mean hillslope angles on north- and south-facing hillslopes are found to be statistically similar in populations of young cones with the exception of north- and south-facing hillslopes in the MLVF ($p \approx 0.04$), where south-facing hillslope angles are higher. Note that there are no young cones within the SVF since none of the selected cinder cones has a mean hillslope angle greater than $20^\circ$. 

---

**Figure 9.** Drainage density as a function of mean cinder cone slope, a proxy for cone age. Approximate age (ka), estimated using the numerical model, is shown for the SFVF, SVF, and MLVF, where we were able to estimate $D$. Blue and red dots represent average drainage density within $4^\circ$ intervals on north- and south-facing hillslopes. Drainage density in the (a) SFVF and (c) NVF is low when the mean cone slope angle is high but then increases slowly with decreasing cone slope (increasing age) before decreasing again on highly degraded cones. (b) In the SVF, drainage density is highest on cones with intermediate hillslope angles and decreases with decreasing cone slope (increasing age). (d) Drainage density in the MLVF is low relative to that found in the other three volcanic fields and does not appear to vary with mean cone slope.
The differences in hillslope angle computed between the two sets of DEMs are minor (measurements, including measurements along individual transects, differ by more than 10%). Maximum hillslope angles along north-facing transects on older cones within the SFVF, SVF, NVF, and MLVF are 22°, 23.2°, 23.5°, and 21.1°, respectively. Maximum hillslope angles along south-facing transects are 18.6°, 17.4°, 22.2°, and 18.2°, respectively. For young cones, we determine that the null hypothesis (i.e., that the maximum value of north- and south-facing hillslope angles are equal) cannot be rejected in any of the four volcanic fields. The null hypothesis is rejected for north- and south-facing hillslopes on older cones in all volcanic fields (Table 1). There is no statistical difference in the mean hillslope angle between populations of east- and west-facing hillslopes on young cones or older cones with the single exception of east and west-facing hillslopes on young cones in the SFVF (p ≈ 0.02).

In addition, asymmetries in maximum hillslope angle (as measured over a distance of 30 m along transects) between north- and south-facing hillslopes are assessed similarly. Maximum hillslope angles along north-facing transects on older cones within the SFVF, SVF, NVF, and MLVF are 22.2°, 23.2°, 25.1°, and 23.1°, respectively. Maximum hillslope angles along south-facing transects are 18.6°, 17.4°, 22.2°, and 18.2°, respectively. For young cones, we determine that the null hypothesis (i.e., that the maximum value of north- and south-facing hillslope angles are equal) cannot be rejected in any of the four volcanic fields. The null hypothesis is rejected for north- and south-facing hillslopes on older cones in all volcanic fields. There is no difference in the mean of east- and west-facing maximum hillslope angle on young or old cones with the exceptions of young cones in the SFVF (p ≈ 0.02) and old cones in the SVF (p < 0.01).

Error analyses performed through comparison of NED-derived DEMs and lidar-derived DEMs show that differences in hillslope angle computed between the two sets of DEMs are minor (< 1°) relative to the reported asymmetries in hillslope angle, which are 2° – 4° on average. Less than 5% of all hillslope angle measurements (including measurements along individual transects) differ by more than 10%.

Next, we use statistical testing to determine if differences in drainage density between north- and south-facing hillslopes are significant on populations of young and old cinder cones. Only cinder cones that have a drainage density greater than zero are included in the significance testing. Since channel development is a threshold-dependent process, the same differences in sediment transport processes may exist on cones with and without drainage development, but these process variations are undetectable if critical thresholds for channel development are not met. In other words, cinder cones that have a drainage density of zero do not contribute to the channel network.

Table 1. Average Hillslope Angle, Shown as Mean Plus/Minus Standard Deviation, for North- and South-Facing Hillslopes of Young Cinder Cones (Sny and Smy, Respectively) and Old Cones (Sno and Smy, Respectively) in the Four Study Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>n y</th>
<th>Sny (deg)</th>
<th>Smy (deg)</th>
<th>t test</th>
<th>n o</th>
<th>Sno (deg)</th>
<th>Smy (deg)</th>
<th>t test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFVF</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21.8 ± 4.0</td>
<td>22.5 ± 5.0</td>
<td>0 (0.56)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>14.2 ± 5.6</td>
<td>12.4 ± 5.2</td>
<td>1 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>15.4 ± 4.3</td>
<td>11.9 ± 3.6</td>
<td>1 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVF</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23.2 ± 3.3</td>
<td>23.5 ± 3.4</td>
<td>0 (0.69)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17.3 ± 4.0</td>
<td>15.1 ± 3.0</td>
<td>1 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLVF</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21.8 ± 3.3</td>
<td>23.9 ± 3.8</td>
<td>1 (0.04)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.5 ± 4.3</td>
<td>13.1 ± 3.6</td>
<td>1 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistics are computed from a population of ny young cones and no old cones in each field. A t-test (α = 0.05) is used to determine if the means of the north- and south-facing hillslope angle distributions are different. A value of 0 indicates that the null hypothesis (means are equal) cannot be rejected, while a value of 1 indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected. The p-value from the test is shown in parentheses.

Similarly, the t-test (α = 0.05) was used to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference in mean between the distributions of measured north- and south-facing hillslope angles on older cones. Mean hillslope angle on the north-facing side of cinder cones is higher than that on south-facing hillslopes and the null hypothesis is rejected in all four volcanic fields (Table 1). There is no statistical difference in the mean hillslope angle between populations of east- and west-facing hillslopes on young cones or older cones with the single exception of east and west-facing hillslopes on young cones in the SFVF (p ≈ 0.02).

Table 2. Mean Drainage Density (±1 Standard Deviation) on the North- and South-Facing Hillslopes of Young (DDny and DDsy, Respectively) and Old (DDno and DDso, Respectively) Cinder Cones in the San Francisco Volcanic Field, Springerville Volcanic Field, Newberry Volcanic Field, and Medicine Lake Volcanic Field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>ny</th>
<th>DDny (km⁻¹)</th>
<th>DDsy (km⁻¹)</th>
<th>U test</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>DDno (km⁻¹)</th>
<th>DDso (km⁻¹)</th>
<th>U test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFVF</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.63</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.56</td>
<td>0 (0.77)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.63</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.52</td>
<td>1 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.22 ± 0.73</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.79</td>
<td>1 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVF</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.84 ± 0.69</td>
<td>1.15 ± 1.06</td>
<td>0 (0.50)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.65</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.46</td>
<td>0 (0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLVF</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.75</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.67</td>
<td>0 (0.90)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.92 ± 0.76</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.64</td>
<td>1 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cinder cones are only included in drainage density statistics if the mean cone drainage density is greater than zero. Statistics are computed from populations of ny young cones and no old cones in each field. A Mann-Whitney U test is used to determine if there is a significant difference in median drainage density between north- and south-facing sides of the cones. A value of 0 indicates that the null hypothesis (medians are equal) cannot be rejected at the standard α = 0.05 level, while a value of 1 indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected. The p-value from the test is shown in parentheses.
density of zero on both north- and south-facing hillslopes do not provide significant information about the presence/absence of slope-aspect-driven variations in the processes influencing drainage density.

The distributions of drainage density on north- and south-facing hillslopes within the four study sites are highly skewed, partly due to the frequency of cinder cones that may have no significant drainage development on one side of the cone. Therefore, a Mann-Whitney U test ($\alpha = 0.05$) is used to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference in median between the distributions of measured drainage density on north- and south-facing hillslopes. Differences in drainage density on young cones are not statistically significant in any of the study areas. On older cones, drainage density is higher on the north-facing hillslopes in all four study areas, but the median drainage densities on north- and south-facing hillslopes are only found to be statistically different within the SFVF, SVF, and MLVF. Mean drainage densities for north- and south-facing hillslopes, the number of cones included in the analysis, and the results of the significance tests are presented in Table 2.

By examining patterns in drainage density as a function of mean cone slope, we are also able to study the evolution of drainage development on cinder cones as a function of time. When the mean cone slope angle is high, indicative of relatively young cones, there is little drainage development (Figure 9). In the SFVF and NVF, drainage density increases initially with decreasing mean cone slope (increasing age). Following this peak, drainage density begins to decrease with decreasing mean cone slope (increasing age). There are no young cones within the SVF, but drainage density does decrease on older cones in a manner that is consistent with the pattern observed in the SFVF and NVF. Average drainage density is highest in

![Figure 10. Topographic slope and topographic cross sections of model-predicted cinder cones at selected time intervals.](image-url)

A spatially variable colluvial transport rate, defined by $D_r = 5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$ and $D_v = -1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, results in topographic asymmetries that are similar in magnitude to those observed in the four study areas. (a) At $t = 700$ kyr, the interior crater has been filled and north-facing hillslopes are steeper than south-facing hillslopes. (b) At $t = 1400$ kyr, asymmetries in hillslope angle are more apparent. (c) South-north cross sections of topography show that initial cone slope is $30^\circ$, but after 400 kyr there is a noticeable difference between the mean angle on north- and south-facing hillslopes. Other parameters used in Figures 10a–10c are $K_r = 0.0125 \text{ m}^2/\text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $K_v = 0 \text{ m}^2/\text{ kyr}^{-1}$, and $\theta_c = 1.5$. (d–f) A spatially variable erodibility coefficient, defined by $K_r = 0.0125 \text{ m}^2/\text{ kyr}^{-1}$ and $K_v = -0.0094 \text{ m}^2/\text{ kyr}^{-1}$, also results in hillslope asymmetry. (d) At $t = 700$ kyr and (e) $t = 1400$, the mean hillslope angle is greatest on the north-facing side, but the highest local topographic slope values are found on the south-facing side. (f) Topography along south-north cross sections. Other parameters used in Figures 10d–10f are $D_r = 5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $D_v = 0 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, and $\theta_c = 1.5$. 

### Table 3. Mean Cone Slope (±1 Standard Deviation) Within Five Different Age Groups of Cinder Cones in the MLVF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cone Age (kyr)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean slope (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27.7 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–132</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.2 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132–180</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.5 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180–300</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.2 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300–788</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15.0 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The number of cones within each age group is denoted by n.*
Figure 11. Contour plots are shown over maps of topographic curvature for a model-predicted cinder cone degrad-
ing with a (a) spatially variable colluvial transport coefficient that decreases with increasing northness and constant
erodibility coefficient as well as a (b) spatially variable erodibility coefficient that decreases with northness and a con-
stant colluvial transport coefficient. The contour interval is 8 m. Drainage density is controlled by the importance
of colluvial sediment transport relative to slope-wash/fluvial sediment transport. Parameters used in Figure 11a are
$K = 0.0625 \text{ m}^2/\text{kyr}^{-1}$, $K_v = 0 \text{ m}^2/\text{kyr}^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_v = -1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$, $D = 5 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$. Parameters used in Figure 11b are
$K = 0.0625 \text{ m}^2/\text{kyr}^{-1}$, $K_v = -0.0312 \text{ m}^2/\text{kyr}^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_v = 0 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$, $D = 5 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$.

the NVF and lowest in the MLVF. Error analyses performed through comparison of NED-derived DEMs and
lidar-derived DEMs shows that differences in computed drainage density between the two sets of DEMs are
small ($\approx 0.2 \text{ km}^{-1}$) relative to the reported variations in drainage density with cone age (Figure 9).

5.2. Numerical Modeling
Following Hooper and Sheridan [1998], we estimate rates of colluvial sediment transport in the SFVF, SVF,
and MLVF by comparing numerical model predictions with statistical properties of cinder cones at differ-
ent stages of development. Hooper and Sheridan [1998] demonstrated, using statistics obtained from a large
population of cinder cones, that mean cone slope decreases with age in the SFVF and SVF (Figure 8). The
results of our analysis of the relationship between mean cone slope and cone age in the MLVF are summa-
rized in Table 3. Model predictions show that a value of $D = 4.0 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$ is the most consistent with data for
the SFVF while higher values of $D = 5.0 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$ and $D = 7.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$ result in the best agreement with
data for the SVF and MLVF, respectively (Figure 8).

Lower hillslope angles and lower drainage densities are observed on south-facing hillslopes relative to
north-facing hillslopes within all four study areas. These asymmetries likely result from spatial variations in
the rates of slope-wash/fluvial and/or colluvial sediment transport processes. Using the numerical model,
we test several different scenarios in which $D$ and $K$ vary with northness in order to isolate the relationship(s)
between $D$, $K$, and northness that produce(s) cinder cone morphologies consistent with observations.
Model predictions that result in cinder cones having greater (mean and maximum) topographic slopes and
higher drainage density on the north-facing side of the cone relative to the south-facing side are consid-
ered to be consistent with the observations from our study areas. Both $D$ and $K$ are chosen to vary with
northness since it is likely that vegetation has varied with northness in our study areas under present and
previous climatic conditions (Figures 5 and 6). In all cases, we choose a reference value of $D_v = 5 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$
since this is the estimated value for the SVF and it is in this field site that we document the most signifi-
cant differences in hillslope morphology (i.e., topographic slope and drainage density) between north- and
south-facing hillslopes.

First, we test the idea that asymmetries in hillslope angle and drainage density can occur primarily as a result
of increased colluvial transport on south-facing hillslopes relative to north-facing hillslopes by assuming
$K_v = 0 \text{ m}^2/\text{kyr}^{-1}$ ($K$ is independent of northness) and $D_v = -1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{kyr}^{-1}$ ($D$ decreases with northness).
Figure 12. Topographic slope and topographic cross sections of model-predicted cinder cones at selected time intervals. Hillslope asymmetry results from $D$ and $K$ both being decreasing functions of northness. (a–b) At both $t = 700$ kyr and 1400 kyr, north-facing hillslopes appear steeper than south-facing hillslopes. (c) South-north cross sections of topography show that initial cone slope is $30^\circ$, but after 400 kyr there is a noticeable difference between the mean angle on north- and south-facing hillslopes. Parameters used in Figure 12a are $K_r = 0.0125$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, $K_v = -0.0037$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_r = 5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, and $D_v = -1.5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_r = 5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, and $D_v = -1.5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_r = 5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, and $D_v = -1.5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$. (d-f) Higher mean and maximum hillslope angles on the north-facing side of the cone can also be the result of $D$ decreasing with northness and $K$ increasing with northness. Parameters used in Figures 12d–12f are $K_r = 0.0125$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, $K_v = -0.0037$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_r = 5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, and $D_v = -1.5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$. $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_r = 5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, and $D_v = -1.5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$.

A larger colluvial transport coefficient on south-facing hillslopes could be associated with increased vegetation cover, which our paleo-vegetation analysis suggests was the case during the glacial climates that dominated the Pleistocene, and/or more frequent freeze-thaw cycles. Numerical-model predictions demonstrate, in this case, that the mean angle of north-facing hillslopes will evolve to be several degrees higher than south-facing hillslopes (Figure 10c). After 400 kyr, the mean hillslope angles on north- and south-facing sides of the cone are $20^\circ$ and $17^\circ$, respectively while they are $10^\circ$ and $8^\circ$, respectively, after 2200 kyr. Maximum hillslope angles on the north-facing side of the cone, approximately $29^\circ$ after 400 kyr and $19^\circ$ after 2200 kyr, are higher than the highest hillslope angles found on the south-facing side, roughly $25^\circ$ after 400 kyr and $15^\circ$ after 2200 kyr (Figure 10b). Additionally, drainage density is greater on north-facing hillslopes in cases where $K$ is high enough to promote significant drainage development (Figure 11a). Under these conditions, model predictions show the formation of a large number of small gullies, developing preferentially on the north-facing hillslope, after several hundred thousand years. Rounding of the crater rim occurs more slowly on the north-facing side of the cone (Figure 11). After $t = 400$ kyr, north- and south-facing sides of the cone have mean hillslope angles of approximately $20^\circ$ and $17^\circ$, respectively, and maximum hillslope angles of $34^\circ$ and $30^\circ$, respectively. At approximately 1000 kyr, incised valleys have formed and the interior crater is completely filled. By 1800 kyr, some previously developed valleys have filled and others are beginning to fill. After $t = 2200$ kyr, mean hillslope angles are $6^\circ$ and $5^\circ$ on the north- and south-facing sides of the cone and maximum hillslope angles are $10^\circ$ and $7^\circ$ for north- and south-facing sides, respectively. Boundaries of the cinder cone are poorly defined and there are no identifiable channels remaining after 3500 kyr (Figure 11). Model predictions of cone morphology with a hypothetically larger value of $D$ on south-facing hillslopes are consistent with observations from the four study areas. From these model predictions and the symmetry of this problem, it is also possible to infer the result of defining $D$ as an increasing function of northness. An increase in $D$ on north-facing hillslopes (i.e., $D_x > 0$) would result in cinder cones having gentler north-facing hillslopes and higher drainage density on south-facing hillslopes, which would be inconsistent with observations.

We also test the conceptual model that steeper hillslope angles and higher drainage density on north-facing hillslopes occur as the result of spatial variations in the slope-wash/fluvial erodibility coefficient, $K$, by
Figure 13. Contour plots are shown over maps of topographic curvature for a model-predicted cinder cone degrading with a (a) spatially variable colluvial transport coefficient, $D$, and erodibility coefficient, $K$, that both decrease with northness as well as a (b) spatially variable erodibility coefficient that increases northness and a colluvial transport coefficient that decreases with northness. The contour interval is 8 m. Drainage density is controlled by the importance of colluvial sediment transport relative to slope-wash/fluvial sediment transport. Parameters used in Figure 13a are $K_r = 0.0625 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $K_v = -0.0187 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_r = 1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, and $D_v = -1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$. Parameters used in (b) are $K = 0.0625 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $K_v = 0.0187 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $\theta_c = 1.5$, $D_r = 5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, and $D_v = -1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$.

The coefficients $D$ and $K$ may also covary. When $D_v = -1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $K_r = 0.0125 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, and $K_v = -0.0094 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$ so that $D$ and $K$ are both decreasing functions of northness, mean and maximum hillslope angles on the south-facing side of the cone are lower than those on the north-facing side (Figure 12). After 400 kyr and 2200 kyr, mean hillslope angles on the south-facing side of the cone are 19° and 10°, respectively, while they are 18° and 9° on the south-facing side. If significant channel development occurs, drainage density is similar on both sides of the modeled cone (Figure 13a). Since drainage density is observed to be higher on the north-facing side of cinder cones in our study areas, the hypothetical situation that both $D$ and $K$ are greater on south-facing hillslopes is inconsistent with observations. We do not directly test the case where $D$ and $K$ are both greater on north-facing hillslopes. It can be inferred, however, from the last case that such a scenario would result in north-facing hillslopes having lower topographic slopes, which is also inconsistent with observations.
Defining $D$ as a decreasing function of northness ($D_v = -1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{ kyr}^{-1}$) and $K$ as an increasing function of northness ($K_v = 0.0125 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, $K_r = 0.0037 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$) can also result in mean and maximum hillslope angles that are lower on the south-facing side of the cone (Figure 12). After 400 and 2200 kyr, mean hillslope angles on the north-facing side of the cone are $20^\circ$ and $11^\circ$, respectively, while they are $18^\circ$ and $9^\circ$ on the south-facing side. Further, if $K$ is defined using $K_v = 0.0625 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$ and $K_r = 0.0187 \text{ m}^{2/5} \text{ kyr}^{-1}$, channel development occurs and drainage density is greater on the north-facing side of the cone (Figure 13b). In this case, mean hillslope angles on the north-facing side of the cone are $19^\circ$ and $6^\circ$ after 400 kyr and 2200 kyr, respectively, while they are $17^\circ$ and $5^\circ$ on the south-facing side after 400 kyr and 2200 kyr. Maximum hillslope angles on the north-facing side of the cone are approximately $34^\circ$ and $8^\circ$ after 400 kyr and 2200 kyr, respectively, while they are roughly $29^\circ$ and $7^\circ$ on the south-facing side after 400 kyr and 2200 kyr. These model predictions, with $D$ being greater on south-facing hillslopes and $K$ being greater on north-facing hillslopes, are consistent with observations. It is not necessary to test the case where $D$ and $K$ are higher on north- and south-facing hillslopes, respectively, because the result can again be inferred directly from the previous case. Therefore, a hypothetically larger $K$ value on south-facing hillslopes and larger $D$ value on north-facing hillslopes would result in higher drainage density on the south-facing side of the cone if channel development occurs and would be inconsistent with observations. Additionally, based on these results we expect a larger $K$ value on south-facing hillslopes and larger a $D$ value on north-facing hillslopes to lead to gentler north-facing hillslopes, which would also be inconsistent with observations.

6. Discussion

6.1. Asymmetries in Hillslope Angle

Our data suggest that slope-aspect-driven microclimatic effects have influenced the geomorphic evolution of cinder cones within the SFVF, SVF, NVF, and MLVF. Mean and maximum hillslope angles are both found to be higher on north-facing hillslopes compared to south-facing hillslopes within populations of older cones in each volcanic field. There is no statistically significant difference between the mean hillslope angle of east- and west-facing hillslopes on older cinder cones within any of the volcanic fields. Further, hillslope angles on east and west-facing hillslopes tend to be intermediate to those on corresponding north- and south-facing hillslopes (Figure 7). Both mean and maximum hillslope angles on north and south as well as east- and west-facing hillslopes are found to be statistically similar in populations of young cones with only a few exceptions.

Wind transport of tephra during a volcanic eruption can produce initially asymmetric cinder cones. However, we found that north-facing hillslopes are consistently steeper than south-facing hillslopes on cones with mean hillslope angles of $\approx 20^\circ$, $\approx 15^\circ$, and $< 10^\circ$ (Figure 7). The consistency of this trend within all four volcanic fields on older cones with a range of ages suggests that it is unlikely that cinder cone eruption processes are responsible for hillslope asymmetry on those cones. The relative lack of hillslope asymmetry found on younger cones also lends support to this hypothesis.

Hillslope asymmetry is statistically significant in all four volcanic fields on cinder cones with a mean hillslope angle below $\approx 20^\circ$ (Figure 7). If slope-aspect-induced variations in sediment transport processes are responsible for the asymmetry, sufficient time must pass before such variations result in observable differences between north- and south-facing hillslopes. It takes approximately 200 kyr in the MLVF for a cinder cone to degrade to the point where its mean hillslope angle is $20^\circ$, whereas 260 kyr and 330 kyr are needed in the SVF and SFVF, respectively. However, it is not unexpected that the time required to develop hillslope asymmetry on cinder cones varies with climate, and the distance to aeolian dust sources since the time required for soil and vegetation development also depends on these factors. Mineralogical differences may also contribute to variations in the time required for the development of hillslope asymmetry. Many of the mechanisms likely to drive the development of hillslope asymmetry, for example, bioturbation and freeze-thaw cycles, require the development of a soil capable of retaining moisture and supporting vegetation. The chosen threshold hillslope angle of $20^\circ$ should be thought of as a rough approximation of the time needed for these processes to become active and result in hillslope asymmetry on cinder cones in our study areas.

Lower hillslope angles on the south-facing sides of cinder cones in our four study sites indicate relatively high rates of geomorphic degradation of those hillslopes compared with north-facing hillslopes. The observation that hillslope asymmetry appears predominantly between north- and south-facing hillslopes rather than east and west-facing hillslopes is consistent with the interpretation that microclimatic differences,
which are maximized between north- and south-facing hillslopes, are responsible for generating the mechanisms that result in the asymmetries. It is noteworthy that north-facing hillslope angles are consistently steeper than south-facing hillslope angles within all four study areas despite differences in present-day regional climate ($PE = 45$ (in/°F)$^{10/9}$ in SVF and $PE = 110$ (in/°F)$^{10/9}$ in MLVF) and vegetation type among the different volcanic fields.

6.2. Drainage Development on Cinder Cones

Drainage density is low in all cases relative to previously published studies [e.g., Melton, 1957; Howard, 1997], but this may be attributed to the initially porous nature of cinder cones. More generally, drainage density appears to increase with age, up to a point, in the SFVF and NVF, after which it decreases with age due to relief reduction. These results are qualitatively similar to those of Howard [1997] in that areas of low relief (e.g., old, degraded cones) are associated with low drainage density as are areas of high relief (e.g., newly emplaced cones). Howard [1997], in his study of badlands topography in Utah, documented a dependence of drainage density on the relief ratio, a measure of relief normalized by hillslope length. Howard’s study suggests that strong feedbacks exist among drainage development, erosion rates, and topography. In our study areas, the initial increase in drainage density as cones degrade suggests that slope-wash/fluvial erosion is limited at first by a lack of runoff (Figure 9). Particularly in drier environments, runoff is limited on young cinder cones by the rapid infiltration of water through the porous cinders at the cone surface. Once dust accumulation or weathering-based soil production decreases the infiltration rate near the cone surface, runoff can be generated and drainage density increases. After cones have aged and developed soil, infiltration rates may be lower but runoff may not generate sufficient shear stress to continue to maintain previously developed channels because hillslope angles are lower on older, more degraded cones.

In addition to examining the temporal development of channels on cinder cones, we computed the drainage density on north- and south-facing hillslopes of cinder cones in all four volcanic fields to determine if variations in vegetation, driven by microclimate, lead to differences in drainage density. The north-facing hillslopes of older cinder cones have higher drainage densities than south-facing hillslopes in all four study areas, with differences in the median drainage density being statistically significant in the SFVF, SVF, and MLVF. These results lend support to the hypothesis that drainage density is influenced by slope aspect within our study areas. There is a relatively small sample size of older cones in the MLVF, however, and only a small number of cones show evidence of channel development (12 of the 26 old cones have zero drainage density). Therefore, even though differences in drainage density are significant at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level in the MLVF, we interpret these results with caution.

6.3. Interactions Among Climate, Vegetation, and Hillslope Morphology

The colluvial transport coefficient, $D$, is thought to vary with climate [e.g., Hanks, 2000] but, in general, is a poorly constrained parameter in many landscape evolution models. Three of the four study areas have a sufficient number of dated cinder cones to allow for estimates of $D$ averaged over the life of a cone (Figure 8). We find best fit values of $D = 4.0$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, $D = 5.0$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$, and $D = 7.5$ m$^2$ kyr$^{-1}$ in the SFVF, SVF, and MLVF, respectively.

Results suggest that the simple landscape evolution model described here is capable of reproducing the asymmetries in cinder cone degradation that develop over time. Using the numerical model, we explored the relationship between cinder cone morphology and spatial variations in $D$ and $K$ in cases with and without significant drainage development. From the hypothetical scenarios tested, those characterized by a higher value of $D$ on south-facing hillslopes produce cinder cones with landscape characteristics that are most consistent with observations (i.e., north-facing hillslopes are steeper and have greater drainage density if channels develop), whereas those characterized by higher or equal values of $D$ on north-facing hillslopes fail to reproduce the asymmetries observed on cinder cones in our study areas (Figures 10–13). This is not surprising given that increased rates of colluvial sediment transport will cause cone slope angles to lower more rapidly. Also, the spacing of first-order valleys in steady state landscapes [e.g., Perron et al., 2008] and the spacing of channels in nonsteady state landscapes [e.g., Simpson and Schlunegger, 2003] have both been shown to increase as the magnitude of colluvial sediment transport processes increases relative to that of slope-wash/fluvial processes. Colluvial (diffusive) sediment transport mechanisms tend to smooth channel-like features that develop as a result of fluvial erosion. Decreases in $K/D$ on south-facing hillslopes, all other factors remaining equal, can be expected to lead to an increase in the spacing between channels on those hillslopes relative to north-facing hillslopes (Figures 5f, 11, and 13). Numerical model results,
however, also show that the same asymmetries may occur as a result of multiple processes operating simultaneously. Higher values of $K$ on north-facing hillslopes, in addition to higher values of $D$ on south-facing hillslopes, further promote increases in drainage density on north-facing hillslopes relative to south-facing hillslopes. Variations in $K$ may contribute to both hillslope asymmetry and differences in drainage density on opposing hillslopes (Figures 12 and 13b) but are not necessary to generate those landscape characteristics on cinder cones (Figures 10 and 11a).

The observation that asymmetries in hillslope angle and drainage density are strongly associated with a spatial variation in $D$ does not address the underlying processes responsible for driving variations in $D$. The consistent relationship observed between NDVI and northness within all four volcanic fields demonstrates that the microclimatic effects associated with slope aspect are significant enough to influence vegetation growth in our study areas (Figures 5 and 6). In interpreting hillslope asymmetry within our study areas, we assume that floral bioturbation (e.g., tree-throw and root growth/decay) accounts for the majority of colluvial sediment transport and that rates of colluvial sediment transport increase with increasing vegetation cover/NDVI. These assumptions are consistent with studies that associate higher values of $D$ with forested ecosystems [Roering et al., 2002, 2004; Hughes et al., 2009] and argue that disturbance-driven processes, such as tree-throw and root growth/decay, may dominate soil transport over geomorphic timescales [Roering et al., 2002; Hughes et al., 2009]. In particular, Hughes et al. [2009] argued that a change from grass/shrub-dominated vegetation during the late Pleistocene to forest colonization during the Holocene led to a near doubling of colluvial sediment fluxes at their study site near the Charwell River, South Island, New Zealand.

The notion that rates of colluvial sediment transport increase with increasing vegetation cover stands in contrast to the oft-cited idea that increases in vegetation cover serve to stabilize soil and suppress erosion. However, it is important to clearly distinguish between erosion by colluvial processes and erosion by slope-wash/fluvial processes in the context of this debate. Rates of slope-wash/fluvial erosion certainly increase with reductions in vegetation cover, all else being equal. However, cone hillslopes are likely to be dominated by colluvial transport processes due to the coarse (i.e., gravel dominated) and highly porous nature of their soils, at least initially. More generally, Perron et al. [2008, 2009] have shown that valley heads represent a transition from predominantly colluvial transport processes (on hillslopes) to slope-wash/fluvial transport processes (within and downstream from valley heads). As such, we can infer that slope-wash/fluvial processes are of lesser importance than colluvial transport processes on cones with little drainage development. Vegetation cover may also influence the angle of stability, $S_r$, in the nonlinear transport relationship that quantifies colluvial transport. A higher value of $S_r$ can be expected to result in lower rates of colluvial sediment transport. If the primary effect of vegetation cover is to increase $S_r$ by vegetative anchoring of soils, we would expect north-facing hillslopes to have lower topographic gradients (i.e., the opposite of what we observe) in the SFVF and SVF relative to south-facing hillslopes because north-facing hillslopes experienced less vegetation cover over the cooler and wetter climatic conditions prevalent during most of the lifetimes of the cones we studied in those fields (Figure 6). In addition, we would expect to see more pronounced topographic asymmetry on younger cones (in all four study areas), where the ratio of the average hillslope gradient to $S_r$ is high in comparison to that found on older cinder cones. For these reasons, we associate our inferred increase in colluvial transport rates on south-facing hillslopes with a higher value of the colluvial transport coefficient, $D$, relative to north-facing hillslopes over the lifetime of the studied cinder cones.

In the SFVF and SVF, we hypothesize that this increase in $D$ is the result of south-facing hillslopes having supported more vegetation cover than north-facing hillslopes during the majority of the Quaternary (Figure 6) and that this greater time-averaged vegetation cover led to an increased rate of floral bioturbation. Although not necessary to reproduce the hillslope/drainage density asymmetries observed in our study areas, less vegetation on north-facing hillslopes, throughout the lifetime of the cinder cones, may have also lead to spatial variations in $K$. Higher rates of slope-wash/fluvial erosion are often associated with environments having less vegetation [e.g., Prosser and Dietrich, 1995; Prosser and Souf, 1998]. Model-predicted cinder cones produced with a higher $K$ value on north-facing hillslopes and a higher $D$ value on south-facing hillslopes had landscape characteristics consistent with the cinder cones in our study areas. That said, more research is needed to quantify how vegetation cover drives rates of colluvial and slope-wash/fluvial transport in different climatic regimes and among different vegetation types. Our interpretations are partially based on the assumption that rates of floral bioturbation increase with mean biomass. However, rates of
root growth/decay and vegetation turnover, which can be directly related to rates of floral bioturbation [Gabet et al., 2003], may not necessarily increase with mean biomass. Therefore, it is difficult to rule out the alternative conceptual model that a greater colluvial transport coefficient on south-facing hillslopes is the result of higher rates of vegetation turnover on those hillslopes relative to north-facing hillslopes. Variations in the rate of vegetation turnover could have occurred regardless of whether mean biomass has been higher or lower on south-facing hillslopes relative to north-facing hillslopes.

There is also a growing body of evidence to suggest that variations in the frequency of freeze–thaw cycles with slope aspect is the primary cause of hillslope asymmetry in some environments [Anderson et al., 2013; West et al., 2014]. In a recent study of three watersheds in central Pennsylvania, West et al. [2014] concluded that gentler south-facing hillslopes at their study sites resulted from a higher frequency of freeze-thaw cycles on those hillslopes relative to north-facing hillslopes. The apparent increase in D on south-facing hillslopes in our study areas could also be explained by a higher frequency of freeze-thaw cycles on those hillslopes throughout the Quaternary relative to north-facing hillslopes. Such an effect could have occurred either from north-facing hillslopes remaining frozen for extended periods of time or from increased shielding of north-facing hillslopes due to more persistent snow cover. However, in the SFVF and SVF, we favor the hypothesis that the inferred increase in D on south-facing hillslopes is the result of increased floral bioturbation on those hillslopes because (1) bioturbation is likely the dominant form of colluvial sediment transport at these sites, particularly early in the life of these cones when the water-holding capacity of the soils (required for freeze-thaw-driven creep) is minimal, and (2) there is evidence to suggest that south-facing hillslopes supported more vegetation cover than north-facing hillslopes throughout the majority of the Quaternary within those volcanic fields (Figure 6).

Hillslope asymmetry on cinder cones in the NVF and MLVF also appears to be the result of slope-aspect-driven variations in the magnitude of colluvial sediment transport that persisted throughout the majority of the Pleistocene. Cinder cones in the NVF and MLVF, which are located at lower elevations and higher latitudes than the Arizona sites, may have undergone similar transitions from greater vegetation cover on south-facing hillslopes during LGM to greater vegetation cover on north-facing hillslopes in the present climate. It is likely that present-day patterns between northness and vegetation cover do not reflect the true relationship over the lifetime of the these cinder cones since large shifts in the upper tree line have occurred in the area near Grass Lake, located ≈ 50 km west of the MLVF at an elevation of 1500 m, within the last 40 kyr [Hakala and Adam, 2004]. Still, we currently lack the paleovegetation data required to test the hypothesis that greater vegetation cover on south-facing hillslopes throughout the majority of the Quaternary is responsible for the inferred increase in D on south-facing hillslopes in the NVF and MLVF. While this is one possible explanation, as is the idea that south-facing hillslopes experienced greater rates of vegetation turnover relative to north-facing hillslopes, freeze-thaw processes may also be the primary cause of the asymmetries. In high latitude areas such as the NVF and MLVF, freeze-thaw processes may be more important than floral bioturbation in setting rates of colluvial sediment transport. If this were the case, steeper north-facing hillslopes could be the result of a lower frequency of freeze-thaw cycles on those hillslopes relative to south-facing hillslopes over the lifetime of the cones.

Our results support those of other studies [e.g., Poulos et al., 2012] that suggest both climate and elevation, which greatly influence the relative importance of different sediment transport mechanisms as well as the sensitivity of those mechanisms to climate, exert a strong control on the response of hillslope form to changes in microclimate. In water-limited areas, there may be a particular altitudinal range across which vegetation type/density changes rapidly and increases in moisture availability with increasing northness may lead to hillslope asymmetry within that range of elevations. In environments where colluvial sediment transport is dominated by freeze-thaw processes, hillslope asymmetry may develop at locations where slope aspect significantly influences the number of freeze-thaw cycles [e.g., West et al., 2014]. At higher elevation or higher latitude, hillslope asymmetry may be the result of hillslope-aspect-driven variations in the dominance of glacial and nonglacial erosion mechanisms [Naylor and Gabet, 2007].

One of the major difficulties of using the presence of hillslope asymmetry to study interactions among climate and sediment transport processes is the inability to isolate the factors that affect asymmetry. Cinder cones represent an exceptionally well-constrained natural experiment for the study of hillslope asymmetry because they are relatively homogenous in terms of composition, can have known age constraints and initial conditions, and are present in large numbers within many different types of environments. Complex
interactions among slope aspect, soil development, grain size, and rates of colluvial sediment transport, which are beyond the scope of this study, may also influence rates of sediment transport and the magnitude (or presence) of topographic asymmetry on cinder cones. We focus on the role of vegetation and its connection with D since cinder cone degradation in our study areas is likely dominated by colluvial sediment transport processes and recent studies attest to the high relative importance of floral bioturbation in setting rates of colluvial sediment transport in forested ecosystems [Roering et al., 2002; Hughes et al., 2009].

7. Conclusions

Mean and maximum hillslope angles are similar on the north- and south-facing sides of young cinder cones within our study areas. However, north-facing hillslopes are steeper on older cinder cones within all four volcanic fields. Drainage density is higher on north-facing hillslopes relative to south-facing hillslopes. Results suggest that topographic asymmetry occurs within the studied cinder cone fields as a result of slope-aspect-driven differences in the magnitude of post-eruption sediment transport processes. Numerical model predictions suggest that observed asymmetries can be linked to an increase in the colluvial transport coefficient (i.e., the colluvial transport rate per unit hillslope gradient) on south-facing hillslopes relative to north-facing hillslopes. The age of the studied cinder cones suggests that present-day asymmetries may be better interpreted within the context of glacial climatic conditions. By analyzing present-day vegetation cover as a function of slope aspect and elevation, we argue that south-facing hillslopes maintained greater vegetation cover during the majority of the Quaternary in the SFVF and SVF. We attribute gentler south-facing hillslopes within the SFVF and SVF to greater rates of colluvial sediment transport caused by increased floral bioturbation on those hillslopes. We hypothesize that hillslope asymmetry on cinder cones in the NVF and MLVF also resulted from slope-aspect-driven variations in colluvial sediment flux that existed throughout the majority of the Quaternary.
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